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Dear Recruiters,

The Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia Islamia aspires to see, in each of  its students, a successful legal 

practitioner and a responsible citizen who would work tirelessly to bridge the gap between the 

society and the law. To translate this dream into reality, the faculty mentors its students since the 

very beginning of  their enrolment to engage with the theoretical, jurisprudential, and the practical 

aspects of  various dimensions of  the legal field. With the objective of  training the students with 

the practical nuances of  law, the faculty facilitates internships, study tours, court visits, as well as 

outreach programs that would eventually give them a first-hand experience about the transition 

from books to practical learning.

Change and adaptations are two characteristics that keep any endeavour relevant and alive. Keeping 

up with this motto, the Faculty of  Law has adapted itself  to the changing times by introducing 

newer courses, incorporating innovative teaching and learning methods, and constantly engaging 

with contemporary issues of  local and global relevance. The efforts of  the teachers and students at 

achieving overall growth and progress are evident from the dazzling performance of  our students 

at national and international moot court competitions, quizzes, debates, seminars, conferences, and 

other academic events and extra-curricular activities. Through this brochure I extend to you an 

invitation to visit our historic, yet young and vibrant campus, which is constantly brimming with life 

and enthusiasm, and to subsequently engage with them in the intellectual and practical Realm.

(Prof. Shahid Ashraf)
Vice Chancellor
Jamia Millia Islamia  

Vice Chancellor’s
Message
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Dear Recruiters,
Greetings from Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia Islamia!

It is with immense pleasure and heartfelt gratitude that I would like to invite you to consider 
our bright final year students for a job at your esteemed organisation, or to offer internships to 
our earnest students from other batches. 

The foundations of  a strong and vibrant judicial and legal structure in a country is premised 
upon the basic notion that it shall vehemently promote equity, justice, and good conscience, 
and must strictly adhere to the principles of  natural justice. In this regard, the focus on legal 
education must be of  paramount importance, for it is at its roots where a tree attains its power 
of  immortality. 

It is my staunch belief  that the existence, persistent growth, and efficacious functioning of  our 
Placement Cell, and its ability to contact top recruiters serves as a stoic base for the students to 
delve into the legal fraternity with confidence and a positive demeanour in their stride.  
Whether it concerns the encouragement of  law firms, or promotes those who possess a flair 
for the academia, your active interest and subsequent recruitment would undeniably prove to 
be a boon for the students who wish to grow and succeed under the masters of  the trade.

Faculty of  Law, Jamia provides an exciting forum to young disciples to learn the essence of  the 
legal system, hone the skills of  our profession, and shape their careers to the best of  their 
satisfaction. The University has attained national and international reputation because of  its 
serious commitment to high academic standards at the undergraduate, post graduate and 
research degree programmes, quality research and publications, excellent performance in 
moot court competitions and systematic pedagogy of  learning at various levels. The Faculty 
has undertaken a solemn vow to further the cause of  equity and justice, to inculcate amongst 
our avid learners the ideals of  those who successfully shaped our jurisprudential values and 
judicial activism, and to ensure that every student is committed towards protecting and 
preserving our constitutionalism, and the rule of  law that it encompasses. Quality education is 
imparted by committed and highly knowledgeable faculty and their valuable guidance serves 
as a significant feature of  the institution. The curriculum and the course structure of  B.A. 
LL.B. (Hons.), two year LL.M., and Ph.D., programmes are vibrant, innovative, and up to date. 
There are multiple Diploma programmes that this institute offers, including programmes on 
labour law and air & space law. The University has an excellent library with perfect collection 
of  print and e-resources of  books, journals and reports. A well-furnished and fascinating 
moot court hall, an easily accessible computer lab, and a state of  the art conference room 
support the skill-learning process and intellectual activities of  those who shall lead legal 
fraternity in times to come.

Regards,
Prof. (Dr.) Nuzhat Parveen Khan
Dean 

Dean’s Message
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Dear Recruiters,

It gives me an immense pleasure and pride to present you, the exemplary Batch of  2019, F/o 
Law, Jamia Millia Islamia, which has endeavoured to set a benchmark of  its own and who have 
been groomed to face the challenges that lie ahead. The students of  this Batch are  unique 
blend of  professionalism, perseverance, simplicity and dedication which is evident from the 
number of  laurels brought by them in the past few years. The achievements of  this batch 
doesn’t end to academics but in various co-curricular activities like participating in prestigious 
Moot Court Competitions like Nelson Mandela World Human Rights Moot Court, 
Nuremberg Moot Court etc; writing articles for reputed blogs like Oxford Human Rights 
Hub; presenting Research Papers in various International and National platform; sports and 
an array of  cultural and literary events. The diverse interests and background of  the students 
are reflected in their internships which include experiences at distinguished national law firms, 
corporate houses, PSUs’, senior litigators and judiciary. I believe that through these 
internships, they have gained vital experience required of  a law student for the challenges in 
the professional world.

It is quite innate that we have produced various Scholars, IAS, Judicial services toppers and 
many leading practitioners of  law who have been working in top-tier law firms, PSUs’, 
regulatory bodies. Moreover, due to the consistent grooming by the profound faculty 
members these students have shaped to excel in the evolving and complex global legal 
environment. Our vision is to expands our recruitment base by forging conversations with 
organisations to cater to the diverse interests of  our students by reaching out to not merely 
corporate entities and law firms but also to legal practitioners, law and policy research 
organisations etc. I am convinced these students possess the required professional acumen 
and honed the skills to handle fairly challenging positions and shall prove to be an 
indispensable asset to any organisation. As the placement officer, I cordially invite you to visit 
our campus and meet the budding legal practitioners and evaluate their flair for legal 
knowledge and beyond. I wish the students the very best in all their future endeavours and all 
the recruiters for a pleasant experience.

Regards,
Prof. Rihan Khan Suri
Training And Placement Officer

Training & Placement
Officer’s Message
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Dear Recruiters,

It is with immense pleasure that we are introducing you with the Batch of  B.A.LL.B. (H) (2014-
2019). This batch is a group of  vibrant and committed students who are now ready to join legal 
field. We are confident that this batch will be of  great value to the legal profession, judiciary 
and corporate law firms.

The main challenges to arena of  legal education in the contemporary times is to prepare law 

students who not only have legal knowledge, but are also proficient in legal skills such as 

critical analysis, reasoning, problem solving, legal communication, as well as have a sharp 

acumen to translate the theoretical understanding to address legal questions arising in their 

professional and personal interaction with the society at large. Keeping in mind the above 

requirements, the teachers of  the Faculty of  Law, JMI have been striving to the best of  our 

potentials and means to provide our students training that would chisel them into fine lawyers 

who are not just masters of  their art but are also updated and abreast with the latest 

developments. Faculty of  Law today stands as one the best law faculty in India and its strength 

lays in the pool of  the talent that it attracts from all over India. We take personal care for all 

round development of  the students both academically and professionally. Over the years this 

faculty has earned a reputation of  being a center of  excellence. We ensure that our students 

would be competent at confronting and effectively dealing with the emerging national and 

international dimensions of  legal profession and would also continue to make up proud, the 

way they have done during the course of  their studentship at the faculty.

The Faculty of  Law invites all potential employers to visit our Faculty for an interaction with 

our students for placements. I take this opportunity to wish our outgoing students all success 

in their lives. May the Almighty very munificently shower peace and His blessings on all of  

them.

Regards,
Prof. Eqbal Hussain
 (Faculty Convener)
Placement Committee (2018-19)

Placement Committee’s 
Message
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About The Faculty

The Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia Islamia was established in 1989. At the outset a three year 
LL.B. programme was introduced. Over the past two decades, the Faculty has made 
significant progress in terms of  restructuring of  Courses and Syllabi, introducing new 
courses, experimenting with innovative techniques of  imparting legal education and 
strengthening its clinical programme in order to give due emphasis to the expanding 
horizons of  the legal profession.

In its continuous endeavours in this regard, the Faculty has since introduced a five year 
integrated B.A.,LL.B (Hons.) Programme from the academic session 2002-2003 thereby 
replacing the three year LL.B. Course; a two year Post-graduate Programme (LL.M.) in 
three specialized streams of  Personal Laws, Corporate Laws and Criminal Laws and a 
Ph.D. programme, both having commenced from the academic session2000- 2001.

The Faculty of  Law has established a Legal Services Clinic with a whole range of  legal aid 
programmes in the agenda. In fact, the students of  our faculty have undergone training for 
Para-Legal Volunteers under the aegis of  the National Legal Services Authority. The 
students have also been participating in Moot Courts, Client Counseling and other literary 
and debating activities and have won several laurels. The students of  our Faculty are 
provided with all the necessary facilities to develop their curricular and co-curricular 
abilities, besides focusing on an overall personality development so as to face the 
challenges in the competitive world today.
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About The Faculty

The Faculty of  Law organizes Moot Courts within the class rooms, Intra Class Moot Court 
Competitions and National Moot Court Competitions. In fact, in March 2011 a National Law 
Reform Competition was organized by the Faculty of  Law which was the first of  its kind in 
India. We also organize National Seminars and Conferences periodically besides Extension 
Lectures by eminent speakers from India and abroad.

One of  our alumni qualified for the Civil Services Examination in 2011. Two of  our students 
have been selected into the Indian Army, Judge Advocate General Branch, where only ten 
women were selected from all over India in March 2011. One student topped the West Bengal 
Judicial Service Examination. Our alumni were selected to the Delhi Judicial Service, 
Guwahati Judicial Service and Haryana Judicial Service. 

The students of  the Faculty have been regularly associating with Lawyers, Law Firms, 
Corporate and NGOs during the winter and summer vacations. Besides, the curriculum of  the 
Five Year Law Course includes four intensive practical training modules.

The Faculty of  Law is striving to be an institution of  excellence in legal education.
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The present-day legal curriculum is more dynamic than ever before with countless 
avenues and streams of  law opening like never before. In order to empower and equip our 
students with the same, the Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia Islamia has introduced the 5- year 
integrated B.A LL.B (Hons.) programme from the academic session 2002-2003 thereby 
replacing the previous 3-year law programme. Furthermore, a two-year postgraduate 
(LLM) in three specialized streams of  personal laws, corporate laws, and criminal laws 
apart from having a Ph.D. programme was introduced from the academic session
2000-2001. An overview of  the courses offered by the faculty-

1. Doctoral Programmes
    Ph.D.(Law)

2. Masters Programs 
    LL.M.
    LL.M. (Executive) (Self-financed) Weekend Programme 

3. Postgraduate Diploma Programmes
    PG Diploma in Labour Law
    PG Diploma in Air & Space Law

4. Undergraduate Programmes
    B.A. LL.B. (Hons.) / B.A. LL.B. (Hons.) (Self-financed)

 
Students across all the courses are provided with opportunities to hone their skills, 
transcending the contours of  academics and enhance their practical understanding of  law 
and prepare them for the professional realm. The faculty regularly organizes guest 
lectures by foreign experts as well in order to give a more holistic view of  the law to the 
students.

The Clinical Course is an exercise embarked upon the practical knowledge and 
applicability of  textual laws in a The Clinical Course is segregated into four Semesters 
(From 7th Semester to 10th Semester) and each semester comprises of  the following areas 
of  study: -
         a) Alternative Dispute Resolution, Clinical Course-I (7th Sem)
         b) Pleading, Drafting and Conveyance, Clinical Course-II (8th Sem)
         c) Professional Ehtics, Lawyering & Bar Bench Relations, Clinical Course-III           
(                 (9th Sem)
         d) Moot Court Exercise, Internship & Court Management, Clinical Course-IV     
(                 (10th Sem)

Courses Offered
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INFRASTRUCTURE
The Faculty provides students with all necessary facilities to develop their curricular and 
co-curricular abilities, besides focusing on an overall personality development so as to face 
the challenges in the competitive world today.

 
MOOT COURT ROOM
Moots are organised at the Intra as well as National level in the Faculty Moot Court Room 
which is situated on the second floor, opposite the Library of  the Faculty building. It is well 
equipped with all essential facilities. Students get access to the room for preparation and 
competing in the different Competitions.  

SEMINAR HALL
The faculty seminar hall is well-equipped with audiovisual facilities for seminars, 
conferences, guest lectures and meetings. It has been a venue for numerous interactions, 
brainstorming sessions and memorable learning experiences. The Faculty regularly 
organizes National Seminars and Conferences discussing the numerous dimensions of  
law.

  

COMPUTER LAB
The students have access to computing facilities along with internet connectivity, printers, 
copiers and scanners. The computers are equipped with various legal information system 
software’s for better clarity and comprehensive training of  legal concepts among students.

Infrastructure
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Infrastructure

The Faculty of  Law library fosters intellectual growth and advances the mission of  the 
Faculty by supporting excellence and innovation in education through research, 
managing and delivering information and partnering to develop and disseminate new 
areas of  legal studies. The library is equipped with a diverse collection of  books and legal 
journals to keep the students updated and well informed.

The library membership offers a wide range of  online full-text e-journals. Some of  the 
important e-journals provided by the faculty are:

 Manupatra – A pioneer in online legal research in India since 2001,  is India’s premier 
legal information resource. It is the largest content aggregator of  Indian and 
International material, linking primary information, secondary material and 
proprietary analytical content.

 Lexis Nexis Online E-Law Library – Lexis India helps to track changes in law, 
litigation trends and other key issues in the legal arena. It provides high quality 
commentaries and analysis by renowned legal experts. It also includes articles from a 
wide range of  legal journals covering different areas of  law, as well as Law Lexicon and 
Dictionaries

 All India Reporter (AIR) – AIR provides comprehensive coverage of  all judgements of  
the Supreme Court, High Courts and Bench Rulings. The database can be searched 
through the date of  judgement, judge’s name, with files from 2006 onwards.

 SCC Online – The database provides online access to Indian law, Statute law cases, 
Judgements, Acts, Notices, etc., from the Supreme Court of  India and all the High 
Courts of  India.

Britannica Academic Edition –Britannica Academic Edition (BAE) provides trustworthy 
multiple resources at one location, wide range of  contents including encyclopaedia 
articles, multimedia, related websites, magazines and much more. BAE’s rich resources 
include Merriam-Webster’s pop-up Dictionary and Thesaurus. Some other features 
include subject browse, classics, biographies, news and much more.

 LIBRARY
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Past Competitions & Events 

7th National Moot Court Competition

Faculty of  law, Jamia Millia Islamia has organised its 7th edition of  national moot court 
competition from March 17, 2017 to March 19, 2017. The event was conducted by the 
student body of  the Faculty of  Law at JMI under the supervision of  the Dean Prof. Dr. 
Nuzhat Parveen Khan and Subject Advisor Dr. Asad Malik. The teams were selected from 
a plethora of  applicants after the Memorial Selection Round.
The competition had a two-tier selection process which included memo selection round 
and national rounds and a total of  32 teams qualified for national rounds. The event saw 
participation from all national law universities and other eminent law schools as well.
The final rounds were adjudged by various legal luminaries like Sr. Adv. Indira Jaisingh, 
Adv. Mehmood Pracha, HMJ. Yogesh Khanna (Judge, Delhi High Court), Sr.  Adv. Gopal 
Sankaranarayanan, Prof. B. T. Kaul, Prof. Afzal Wani, Sr. Adv. Adesh C. Aggarwala and the 
valedictory was honoured by the presence of  Sr. Adv. Ram Jethmalani as the Chief  Guest 
and Sr. Adv. Indira Jaisingh as the Guest of  honour.
The competition ended up with the valedictory ceremony announcing Institute of  Law, 
Nirma University as the winners and Symbiosis Law School, Pune as the runner’s up and 
CNLU, Patna as the First runner’s up. The event was a great success and one of  the best 
editions in the history of  moots organised by Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia Islamia with 
SCC online and Nitiaalaya as the knowledge partners.

 Faculty of  Law (Intra) Moot Court Competition
 
The Moot Court Committee organized a three day long Intra-Faculty Moot Court 
Competition 2017-2018 between 6th to 8th of  October, 2017. The competition saw 
participation of  28 teams, each comprising of  2 speakers and 1 researcher. With the 
objective of  mentoring and guiding the students in the art of  mooting, the competition 
was opened for students from 1st to 3rd year B.A.LL.B. Course only. The Judges’ Bench for 
the final rounds comprised of  young and dynamic Supreme Court lawyers Mr. Prasanna S. 
and Mr. Rishabh Sancheti who have made their mark in the legal field  evaluated by a 
scoring procedure managed by the Research Committee prior to the commencement of  
the main event to ascertain the ‘Best Memorial’ award.
 

Intra-Faculty Quiz Competition

An Intra-Faculty Quiz Competition was organized by the Research Committee in the 
Conference Hall on 6th September, 2017. This competition ended on a high note with 
magnificent participation from first year students. The event received a massive 
participation of  more than 30 teams, out of  which four teams qualified the Preliminary 
Round (written). The Final Round had 4 sub - rounds having questions ranging from legal 
field to International Relations and Literary.
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Past Competitions & Events 
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Past Competitions & Events 

National Seminar on 'Socio-Legal Aspect of  Disability’
 
Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia Islamia, held a day long National Seminar on ‘Socio-Legal 
Aspects of  Disability in India’ on 1st November, 2017. With the objective of  exploring the 
intersectional and interdisciplinary aspect of  disability and its various contours, the 
National Seminar drew experts and participants from across the country and subjects 
areas Prof. Nuzhat Parveen Khan, the Dean of  the Faculty inaugurated the programme 
and introduced the participants and paper presenters to the theme of  the seminar 
Advocate Santosh Kumar Rungta, who has been tirelessly working towards breaking the 
barriers that stop people with disability from achieving their maximum potential was the 
chief  guest for the inaugural session. From facilitating the entry of  the blind into the civil 
services to successfully urging the Supreme Court to give full effect to the reservation for 
the disabled provided under the 1995 Persons with Disability Act, and defending the right 
of  the blind to serve as witnesses to the making of  a will, Advocate Rungta’s efforts have 
left far fetching imprints towards the fight for equality and dignity of  the persons with 
disability. Mr. Muralidharan, Secretary of  National Platform for the Rights of  Persons 
with Disabilities, illuminated the audience with his gracious presence as the Guest of  
Honour.

Law as an Instrument of  Social Change (Lecture)
Justice (Retired) Rajendra Sachar
 
Retired Chief  Justice of  Delhi High Court, author of  the Sachar Committee Report on 
socioeconomic and educational status of  Muslims in India, and eminent civil rights 
activist Justice (Retired) Rajendra Sachar delivered a lecture on the theme ‘Law as an 
Instrument of  Social Change’ on 24th August, 2017 at the Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia 
Islamia. Justice Sachar asserted that the judiciary must keep itself  open to scrutiny. 
Invoking his experience in the pursuit of  civil liberties through PUCL, he presented 
anecdotes signifying the contributions of  judiciary in standing on behalf  of  democratic 
principles and with the weaker sections in the face of  might of  the state and the 
government.
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Past Competitions & Events 

Implications and Challenges before Meaningful 
Implementation of  RTE: Sandeep Pandey (Lecture)

The semester started with a high note of  an illuminating and engaging lecture by Dr. 
Sandeep Pandey. Dr. Pandey is a Ramon Magsaysay awardee, social activist and co-
founder of  NGO Asha for Education. His relentless efforts towards ensuring quality and 
compulsory education have reared significant dividends in the form of  the Right to 
Education Act, 2009. Dr. Pandey spoke to the students about the relevance of  RTE as well 
the challenges in its implementation. Focusing on the role that law students and lawyers 
can play towards ensuring accountability and proper implementation of  a crucial law such 
as RTE, he encouraged the students to be vigilant and take a proactive role.

Legal Research and Public Policy in India 
An Interaction with Meghnad S.

The Research Committee in collaboration with the Subject Association-Faculty of  Law, 
Jamia Millia Islamia, organized a session on 'Legal Research and Public Policy: 
Foundation and Future' with Mr.Meghnad S. Mr. Meghnad emphatically explained the 
importance of  inclusion of  Public Policy in India through significant metaphorical 
examples and narratives. Discussing the governance of  the country he asserted that its 
four pillars are riddled with cracks. He advanced his theory by talking about issues such as 
Anti - Defection Law, corporatization of  media, lethargy and disconnect between the MP 
and the voters. He categorically voiced his opinion against the present system of  
appointment of  judges through Collegium which according to him, lacks transparency 
that is a hallmark of  any well-functioning democracy.

Workshop on ‘Legal Practice and Tax Laws’

Project Abhimanyu held a workshop on ‘Legal Practice and Tax Laws’ for the 
undergraduate students of  the Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia Islamia on 18th November, 
2017. Project Abhimanyu is a consortium of  35 Mentors working tirelessly towards 
providing guidance regarding career opportunities to law students and have been featured 
in several of  the prestigious online publications.
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Past Competitions & Events 

Workshop on ‘The Art of  Advocacy’

The Faculty of  Law and the Indian Academy of  Law and Management on the 28th 
October, 2017 organized a one-day workshop on The Art of  Advocacy. Mr. Dinesh Jotwani, 
Director, IALM introduced the audiences to the theme of  the workshop. He also spoke 
about the new avenues for young law students in IPR and Cyber law. Prof. Nuzhat Parveen 
Khan, the Dean of  the Faculty of  Law spoke about the relevance of  the art of  advocacy in 
shaping up the career and skills of  aspiring legal practitioners. Then Hon'ble Justice 
(Retd) Rajesh Tandon, Uttarakhand High Court talked about human rights, 
constitutional provisions, legal aid and important case laws. He pointed out that a lawyer 
must know his judge before pleading his case. Ms. Parveena Gautam, Advocate On 
Record, Supreme Court of  India, spoke on effective appearance in court- mastering the 
facts of  the case, dressing well, and other such nuances.

Workshop on ‘Pre-Conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic 
Techniques Act, 1994’

On 14th November 2017, the Faculty of  Law held a workshop in association with Delhi 
State Legal Services Authority (DSLSA) and Family Health Department of  Delhi 
Government. The workshop was conducted by Mr. Naveen Gupta, Additional Secretary, 
DSLSA. He spoke about the National Legal Services Authority and its vision to promote 
an inclusive legal system in order to ensure fair and marginalized and disadvantaged 
sections. He talked about being sensitive towards the problems in society and to remove 
preconceived bias against people. He further talked how legal aid is provided in the form 
of  counselling, consultation, providing lawyers, and giving compensation to victims. He 
also talked about protection children under the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection) Act, 
2015, the Protection of  Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012, and The Maintenance 
and Welfare of  Parents and Senior Citizens Act, 2007.
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Past Competitions & Events 

TABEER’18

Tabeer is an Urdu word which means to interpret the dreams or to know the result of  one's 
deeds. In this first edition of  our law fest, we gave creative freedom and a platform to all the 
participants, to interpret and create their victories according to their abilities and talents.

In the history of  the Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia Islamia, "Tabeer" emerged as an idea 
after rigorous brainstorming. The fest hosted a plethora of  events, each meted out to test 
the participant's academic, cultural and sporting skills coupled with their zeal and vigour 
in bringing forth the competitive spirits.

In its first edition itself, Tabeer witnessed participation of  a large number of  participants 
from pan India who competed with each other on academic, sports, and cultural fronts 
from both legal and other fields of  education. Students from different law schools and 
universities actively participated and won laurels in various events.

This three day fest, i.e., from 19th -21st January 2018 concluded with a Sufi and a band 
performance cheering its way through the crowd. The first edition turned out to be a huge 
success.
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Past Competitions & Events 

Visit by Fulbright Specialist Dr. Catherine Cerulli at the 
Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia Islamia

Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi, hosted Dr. Catherine Cerulli, Professor 
in the Department of  Psychiatry,  University of  Rochester Medical Centre, New York, for 
two weeks between 9th – 20th September 2018. Dr. Cerulli visited the Faculty of  Law as a 
Fulbright Specialist - 2017-18, under the US India Educational Foundation Programme.  
This programme enabled the Faculty of  Law to apply and seek specialised teaching-
learning engagements from one scholar of  repute from any of  the US universities.

Having worked as an Assistant District Attorney in Monroe County, New York for many 
years; currently, in her present capacity as the Director of  Susan B. Anthony Center and 
the Laboratory of  Interpersonal Violence and Victimisation, Dr. Cerulli employs 
statistical methods to understand the legal aspects of  interpersonal violence and crimes 
committed by individuals and delinquents. A recipient of  Excellence in Public Service by 
SUNY Albany Alumni Association, National Institute of  Mental Health New Investigator 
Award, Justice Award to End Domestic Violence by New York State Governor Pataki, 
Outstanding Young Lawyer Award by the New York State Bar Association and many more 
awards and distinctions, Dr. Cerulli has been a voracious writer and contributor to 
academic journals and publications of  eminence.

During her two weeks at the Faculty, Dr. Cerulli taught Empirical Methods in Legal 
Research for the Graduate, Master’s and Doctoral students of  the Faculty of  Law. She also 
delivered several open lectures ranging from the incarceration of  women in the US 
Prisons, to child-delinquency, to human trafficking from an international perspective and 
handling of  trauma by lawyers in their practice. While teaching empirical methods, 
especially quantitative methods to the students, Dr. Cerulli drew significantly from her 
research work spanning over several decades in various regions across the world. Apart 
from her classroom teachings and open lectures, Dr. Cerulli also engaged on a personal 
basis with research related sessions with the students.  Dr. Cerulli also met the 
Honourable Vice Chancellor, Prof. Shahid Ashraf  and briefed him about her current 
research engagements and future interest areas.

The Faculty of  Law, Jamia Millia Islamia hopes that our students utilise and disseminate 
the knowledge gained through this robust and intellectually thrilling engagement with Dr. 
Cerulli through their research and publications.
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Collaborations And Student 
Initiatives

 Delhi State Legal Service Authorities (DSLSA)

Faculty of  law is closely associated with the Delhi State Legal Service Authorities (DSLSA) 
in organizing seminars, conferences, workshops and legal aid camps throughout the year. 
FoL has a specialized Legal Aid cell in collaboration and assistance with the DSLSA. 
Moreover, the students of  FoL have been actively assisting the DSLSA in various surveys 
and legal awareness events throughout the State. Most notable contribution is the 
assistance of  FoL students in conducting survey & preparation of  report on the Existence 
of  Manual Scavengers in the NCT of  Delhi on the directions of  the Hon’ble Delhi High 
Court.

 

Indian Journal of  Law & International Affairs (IJLIA)

Faculty of  Law, in collaboration with Indian Journal of  Law and International Affairs, 
organizes symposiums and workshops on various contemporary issues pertaining to 
International Law & Affairs. Eminent experts from various backgrounds have attended 
these symposiums in order to contribute to the academia.

Dehleez – A Door to Door Anganwadi Campaign (July 
2017)

It is said that for proper functioning of  a Democracy, it is very essential that the problems 
and grievances of  the people are listened, taken into consideration and solved. Hon'ble 
C.J. Bhagwati has once said that the idea of  Indian Judicial System is to provide justice at 
doorstep of  people and to wipe out tears from the eyes of  poorest of  the poor. To give this 
idea into a developed realty, Delhi
Legal Services Authority started an outreach programme with the help of  Para-Legal 
Volunteers of  the Faculty of  Law known as "Dehleez" which means solution of  problems 
at doorstep of  people.
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Achievements

INTERNSHIPS

����Judges

 Hon'ble Justice Jasti Chelameshwar, Supreme Court of  India

 Hon'ble Justice Geeta Mittal, Delhi High Court

 Hon'ble Justice S.Murlidhar, Delhi High Court

 Hon'ble Justice Najmi Waziri, Delhi High Court

 Hon'ble Justice Ajit Borthakur, Gauhati High Court

 Hon'ble Justice Rajiv Shakdher, Delhi High Court

Law Firms

 A.K. Singh & Co.

 Advani & Co.

 Anand and Anand

 Animesh Sinha & Partners

 Arimus Law, LLP

 Clasis Law

 Desai &Diwanji Associates

 Dhir & Dhir Associates

 Diwan & Advocates

 I.G & Associates

 Juristica Legal Services LLP

 Jyoti and Sagar Associates

 Karanjawala& Company

 Khaitan & Co.

 Kochhar and Co.

 L & L Partners Law Offices
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 Legal Axis, Attorneys and Solicitors

 Lex Alliance 

 Lex Meridian

 Link Legal India Law Services

 Praxis Counsel

 S.C Law Associates

 Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas & Suresh A. Shroff  & Co.

 Singhania and Partners LLP

 SNG and Partners

 Thomas Alvares & Associates

 Trilegal

 Uppal & Associates

 Vaish Associates Advocates

     Advocates

 Anuj Handa, Advocate

 Apoorv Chandola, Advocate

 Ashok Khare, Senior Advocate

 Ashok Kumar, AOR

 Bharat Ahuja, Advocate

 Bina Madhavan, Advocate

 Fuzail Ahmad Ayyubi, AOR

 H.K. Gangwani, Advocate

 Harish Salve, Senior Advocate

 Harris Beeran, AOR

 Imtiyaz Ahmad, AOR

 Indira Jaising, Senior Advocate
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 K.K. Venugopal, Senior Advocate

 K.K. Roy, Advocate

 K.T.S Tulsi, Senior Advocate

 LCZF-Advocates & Solicitors

 M.G Dhingra & Geeta Dhingra, Mediator & Advocate

 Mehmood Pracha, Advocate

 N. Hariharan, Senior Advocate

 Nadeem Murtaza, Senior Advocate

 P. Chakravarty, Senior Advocate

 Pavan Narang, Advocate

 Pinky Anand, Senior Advocate

 Pradeep Bhardwaj, Advocate

 Pradeep Narayan Mathur, Advocate

 Prashant Bhushan, AOR

 Rajan Narain, AOR

 Rajiv Sharma, AOR

 Salman Khurshid, Senior Advocate

 Sanjay Hegde, Senior Advocate

 Sanjay Parikh, Advocate

 Sanjay Vashishtha, Advocate

 Sarthak Magum, Advocate

 Shadan Farasat, AOR

 Shanti Bhushan, Senior Advocate

 Siddharth Luthra, Senior Advocate

 Somesh Arora, Advocate

 Sushi Mathur, Advocate

 Tariq Siddiqui, Advocate 
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 Vipin Kumar, Advocate

 Zafaryab Jeelani, Senior Advocate

 Zakir Husain, AOR

       Non-Governmental Organisations

 HAQ: Centre for child rights

 Human Rights Law Network

 International Committee of  The Red Cross

 Kailash Satyarthi Children's Foundation

 Lex Consilium Foundation

 People's Union of  Civil Liberties

 Rural Litigation Entitlement Kendra (RLEK)

 Teach for India

 Navdanya

 Consumers India

       Tribunals, Commissions, Governmental Departments &Authorities

 Competition Appellate Tribunal

 Centre for Policy Research

 Delhi Commission for Women

 Delhi Dispute Resolution Society

 Delhi State Legal Service Authority

 Federation of  Indian Chambers of  Commerce and Industry

 Ministry of  Law and Justice

 Ministry of  External Affairs

 Mediation & Conciliation Centre
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Corporate Houses

 Indiannica Learning Pvt. Ltd.

 PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)

 Reliance General Insurance Co. Ltd., New Delhi

PAPER PUBLICATIONS

 Published a Book titled “Child Law: A Deep Analysis”, [ISBN: 9781545708941].

 “Hard Cases Makes Bad Law: Legality of  United States' Unilateral Humanitarian Intervention in Syria”, 7 

NUJS Int.J.L & Pub Rev.1 [NUJS International Journal of  Law and Public Review , [ISSN (O): 

2278- 3156].

 “Enforcement of  Foreign Arbitral awards: Issues, Judicial approach and comparative analysis of  legislative 

trend”, NLSIU through International seminar on Enforcement Trends of  Arbitral Awards: A 

Comparative Perspective [ISBN: 978-93-83363-7-7].

 “A Case For Rohingya Refugees In India: A Critique Of  The Citizenship Amendment Bill, 2016”, 2 JIHRL 

(2017) Journal for International Human Rights Law, [ISSN: 2455-1252].

 “Globalization and Violation of  Tribal Rights”, South Asian Journal of  Law and Human Rights, Vol. 

4 (2018) [ISSN: 2518-6159].

  “The Rights of  Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016: A Critical Appraisal”, Satyam Law International, 

New Delhi (2018)[ISBN: 978-93-82823-91-9].

 “Sustainable agriculture: a legal perspective”, International Journal of  Socio-Legal Analysis and Rural 

Development, IJSARD, Vol 2 Issue 1 [ISSN 2455 4049].

 “Commercial Surrogacy in India: Question of  Choice or Biological Colonization”, 2 NLUAR (2016NLUA 

Law Review) Volume 1 Issue 2 [ISSN: 2455- 8680].

 “Dangerous Waters or Safe Harbour: Liability of  Intermediaries under Cyber Law”, Cyber Laws: Issues 

and Concerns, 2017 Edition, Altar Publishing House, New Delhi [ISBN Number 978-81-8435-

500-0].
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 “Homeless at Home: Forced Internal Displacement in India”, (OxHRH Blog, 26 March 2018).

 “Rajbala v. State of  Haryana – Case Commentary”, Legal Mirror, Vol. 1, Issue 3.

 “Marital Rape: An undefined crime in India”, International Journal of  Legal Research and 

Governance. [ISSN: 2394- 7829].

 “Surrogacy Laws in India”, Supremo Amicus, Vol.VIII [ISSN: 2456-9704].

 “RTI for Private Entities: Expanding Horizons”, Aligarh Muslim University Law Review 2016-

17, [ISBN: 978-93- 86486-73-8].

 “Proposed Uniform Civil Code in India: The Goa's Experience”, GLC Contemporary Law 

Review, Vol. 3, [ISSN: - 2518-8990].

 “Arbitrating the Insolvency Code” at Corporate and Commercial Law Summit organized by 

National Law Institute University, Bhopal in collaboration with Trilegal and published in 

Decoding Corporate & Commercial Laws in the 21st Century by EBC, [ISBN: 978-93-88206-17-

4].

 “Rehabilitating Criminals through Probation and Parole: A socio-legal analysis”, Jus Deciere, 

Vol. 1 Issue 3, September 2018, [ISBN - 978-93-5300-107-0].

 “Analysis of  Legal Aid for destitute persons” published in book “Access to Justice: Right to Legal 

Aid and Legal Services in India”, Edition 2017, RGNUL, Punjab, [ISBN No.: 978-93-84166-24-

3].

 “An Analysis of  Constitutional Provisions on Environmental Issues in India”, Legal Desire 

International Journal, Vol. 1, Issue VII, August 2016, [ISSN No.: 2347-3525].

 “Lacunae in Prevalent corporate governance structure in India: In light of  Tata-Mistry dispute”, 

NLUJ Vol. 2 Issue III, Spl. Edn [ISSN: 2326-5320].

 “Legal Issues regarding Surrogacy”, Journal of  Juvenile and Family Law, Vol. 5[ISSN: 24462101].

 “Trade Secret Laws in India”, Volume 4 Issue 2 of  International Journal of  Socio-Legal Research 

[ISSN-2393-8250].
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 “Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition and Resettlement Act, 2013”, Supremo 

Amicus, Vol. 2 Issue 1[ISSN-2456-9704].

 “Role of  Morality in Indian Legal System”, IJARLS Vol-2 Issue-2 [ISSN 2455-491X]

MOOT COURT COMPETITIONS

International Moots

 Won Best Advocate (Female) Award and Semi-finalist in Prof. N.R. Madhavan SAARC 

Moot Court Competition 2017 (International Rounds).

nd
 Semi- Finalist in the SAARC Rounds of  the 2  Prof. N.R. Madhava Menon Mooting 

Competition, 2017.

rd
 Ranked 3  Best Memorial and selected amongst top 2 representations from India in 

Nuremberg Moot Court Competition, Germany.

th th
 5  Best Memorial in 9  Nelson Mandela World Human Rights Moot Court Competition, 

Geneva, Switzerland, 2017. 

National Moots

 Winner at CHECKMATE 16' at Army Institute of  Law, Mohali, 2016. 

 Winner at Rakesh Agarwal Memorial Moot Court Competition, 2017 organised by Ideal law 

college, GGSIPU.

 Runners up Team at 7th RLC SAQUIB Rizvi National Moot Court Competition, 

Mumbai, 2015.
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 Won Best Memorial at 18th Henry Dunant Moot Court Competition organised by ICRC at 

ISIL, New Delhi 2018.

 Won Best Memorial Award in 34th All India Inter- University Bar Council of  India 

National Moot Court Competition, 2017.

 Won Best Researcher award in 14th Nani Palkhivala Memorial National Moot Court 

Competition, 2018 organised by Sastra University, Tamil Nadu.

 Best Researcher award in Delhi Metropolitan Education National Moot Court 

Competition 2017.

th
 Won Best Speaker Award in 34  All India Inter- University Bar Council Of  India National Moot 

Court Competition, 2017.

 Semi-finalist of  the 17th Henry Dunant Memorial Moot Court Competition 2017

 Semi- Finalist in Symbiosis Client Counselling Competition, 2017.

 Quarter-finalist in KK Luthra National Moot Court Competition 2017, Delhi

 Quarter-finalist of  the 1st VIPS Dispute Resolution and Client Counselling 

Competition, 2017.

 Quarter Finalist, 14th Nani Palkhivala National Tax Moot Court Competition 

2018 organised by Sastra University, Tamil Nadu.

 Quarter-finalist in 7th FYLC- Ranka National Moot Court Competition 2017 

organized by University Five Year Law College, University of  Rajasthan, Jaipur.



Achievements

OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS 
rd

 3  year student Swapnil Dubey participated as a delegate of  Lok Sabha Committee representing 
Amethi and won 'Honourable Mention' prize in the Model United Nations 2017 held from 1st to 
3rd September, 2017 at IIT BHU. Topic for Lok Sabha Committee was ‘Anti Defection Law’. The 
event saw participation of  around 400 delegates from across the country.  

nd
 2  Year student Afreen Afshar Alam won ‘Special Mention’ at the Parliamentary Debate 

Competition Sansand held at Jesus And Mary College of  University of  Delhi. 

rd
 Shivangi Mishra, 3  year student won second prize in International Essay Writing Competition, 

JURISTAS organised by Symbiosis Law School Pune. The topic of  her essay was "Advantages 
and Disadvantages of  Globalisation: Role of  International Law" where she argued over how the 
international law gains prominence in containing the negative tendencies of  the process of  
Globalisation and solidifying the edifice of  international organisations.

th
 Mohd. Azeem from 4  year stood second and received the H.M. Seervai Award and a cash prize in 

a Quiz Competition based on Constitutional law. This competition was organized by Amity 
University, Noida on October 6, 2017. The event saw a participation of  more than 500 students. 

th
 A four member team comprising of  Anirudh Vijay, Heba Rahman, Akshara Pattiyani (5  Year) 

and Rishabh Gupta participated in the Amity National Alternative Dispute Redressal 
Tournament organized by Amity University, Noida. Anirudh Vijay and Rishabh Gupta finished 
as Quarter-finalist team in Negotiation. Heba Rahman and Akashara Pattiyani finished as 
Quarter-finalist in Mediation-Arbitration. Heba Rahman was awarded the Runner Up trophy in 
Arbitration Award Writing Competition. 

 It is a moment of  great pride for the faculty that in last few months several of  its previous and 
current students have been selected for the prestigious judicial services of  different states. 
Naghma Khan (LL.M. 2016-2018), Yugul Shambhu (LL.M. 2012-2014), and Abhinav 
Shrivastava (LL.M. 2015-2017) have been selected in the Uttar Pradesh Judicial Services. Zishan 
Chand (Ph.D. 2013-2018), Avinash Kumar (B.A.LL.B. 2007-2012), and Nisha Kumari (LL.M. 
2014-2016) have been selected for the Bihar Judicial Services. Ajit Narayan (B.A.LL.B. 2007-
2012) has the distinction of  been selected for Delhi Judicial Services, UP Judicial Services (8th 
Rank) and Bihar Judicial Services. Arun Sukhija (LL.B. 1996-1999) and Hasan Anzar (LL.B. 1997-
2000) have been selected to the much-revered Higher Judicial Services, Delhi. 
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Curriculum (B.A.LL.B.)

Semester - I

 Sociology-I
 Economics-I
 Political Science-I
 Torts-I
 Contracts-I
 English & Legal Language

Semester - II

 Sociology-I
 Economics-I
 Political Science-I
 History
 Torts-II
 Contracts-II

Semester - III

 Constitutional Law-I
 Islamic Jurisprudence
 Legal Methods
 Legal And Constitutional History
 Law Of  Crimes-I
 Property Law

Semester - V

 Labour Law-I
 Family Law-II
 Jurisprudence-II
 International Trade & Finance
 Criminology, Penology & 

Victimology
 Human Rights, Refugee Law & 

International Humanitarian Law

Semester - IV

 Constitutional Law-II
 Family Law-I
 Jurisprudence-I
 Public International Law
 Law Of  Crimes-II
 Law And Poverty

 Labour Law-II
 Corporate Law-I
 Interpretation of  Statutes And 

Principles Of  Legislation
 Tax Law-I
 Environmental Law
 Administrative Law

Semester - VI
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Semester - VII Semester - VIII

Semester - IX

 Land Laws
 Intellectual Property Rights-II
 Law And Information 

Technology
 Seminar Course-I
 Clinical Course-III [Professional 

Ethics, Lawyering And Bar-
Bench Relations]

 Code Of Criminal Procedure -II

 Code Of  Civil Procedure-I
 Corporate Law-II
 Law Of  Evidence
 Tax Laws-II
 Clinical Course-I [Alternate 

Dispute Redressal]
 Law Relating To Women & 

Children

Semester - X

 Law Of  Insurance, Banking 
And Negotiable Instruments

 Seminar Course-II
 Conflict Of  Laws/ Law And 

Disaster Management
 Clinical Course-IV [Moot Court 

Exercise Internship & Court 
Management (300)

 Code Of  Civil Procedure-II
 Intellectual Property Rights-I
 Code Of  Criminal Procedure-I
 Health Law
 Clinical Course-II [Pleading, 

Drafting And Conveyancing]
 Law Relating To Elections
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Feedback
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Quick Contacts
Faculty Representatives

Prof. (Dr.) Eqbal Hussain (Convener)            

Dr. Qazi Mohd Usman

Dr. Noorjahan Momin

9811944938

9911273183

9310820604

Student Representatives 

Musheer Zaidi 

Rishika Jain 
Shreya Shukla 
Areeb Ahmad
Syed Mohammad Ahmad
Zahra Khan
Sami Ahmed
Mohd Shahrukh
Mohd Yasin 

9643767947 

8860069588
7289058256
9565555587
8860690940
9953560921
8486990465
8130306512
9648594449

Maulana Mohammad Ali Jauhar Marg, Jamia Nagar, New Delhi, Delhi 110025
Email : , law@jmi.ac.inplacements.fol@jmi.ac.in

Website : www.jmi.ac.in
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